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1. Introduction

Production possibility frontiers (PPF) show alternative combinations of
outputs that can be obtained, when the given endowments are allocated ef-
ficiently. Two-dimensional diagrams of concave PPF curves prevail in many
fields of economic analysis. The PPF curves are obtained from transfor-
mation functions that reflect technology assumptions and the endowments.
Despite numerous applications of PPC curves, we have so far in the literature
never seen an explicit transformation function. Our purpose is to close the
gap by showing explicit Transformation Functions - rigorously derived from
the Pareto efficiency conditions in factor space and output space.

The ”production indifference, transformation” curve was originated by
Leontief, when in production (output) diagrams, he replaced the assumption
of ”constant opportunity cost” with a ”production curve concave toward the
axes”, Leontief (1933, p.405). However, the concave PPF curve is a ”top of a
large iceberg”, representing the result of complicated economic processes and
relations, by which given endowments are optimally allocated between sectors
in accordance with marginal productivity conditions that ensure maximum
of one output for any preassigned amounts of the second output. Stolper
and Samuelson (1941, p.68) established the connection between optimal fac-
tor allocations, factor contract curves (FFC), and maximal output curves
(PPC). Cf. ”contract curve, utility indifference curves touch” (Edgeworth
1881, p.36), Black (1957), Hsiao (1971, p.920). Computer programs has
been set up to chart transformation curves for some of our CD parameters,
Johnson (1966, p.693); adopting a factor endowment ratio of unity implies
serious loss of generality for shapes of PPF curves, demonstrated in Fig. 5.

Our main results are stated in Lemma 1-2, giving explicit parametric
Factor Contract Curves (FCC) and Factor Allocation Curves, and
Theorem 1-2, with analytic Production Possibility Curves, (PPC), and
parametric Transformation Functions with solutions seen in Fig. 1-7.

With our Lemmas and Theorems, FCC and PPC curves can be generated
for any CD parameters and factor endowments that may be used to study
specific parameter impacts on autarky and international economic equilibria.

We proceed axiomatically in exposition and sections. Section 2 gives
the general framework of endowments and technology of autarky economies;
Pareto efficiency conditions establish FCC and FAC curves in factor space.
Section 3 links FCC with PCC in analytic forms. Section 4 gives explicit
transformation functions and duals. Section 5 shows general equilibrium.
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2. Endowments, Sector Allocations, Technologies, and Efficiency

2.1. Two-Sector, Two-Factor, Two-Country Framework

There are two countries in the world, A and B. These countries may
produce two consumer goods (sectors), i = 1, 2, which are fully homogeneous
throughout the world. In both sectors, they are using two primary production
factors, labour and capital. Labour endowment in country J = A,B is LJ ,
while capital endowment is KJ ; its factor proportion (endowment ratio) is,
kJ = KJ/LJ . It is generally assumed that both factors are fully employed :

K1J +K2J = KJ , L1J + L2J = LJ ; kiJ ≡ KiJ/LiJ , i = 1, 2 (1)

kJ = KJ/LJ = λL1J
k1J + λL2J

k2J ; k2J = [kJ − λL1J
k1J ]/[1− λL1J

], J = A,B (2)

λL1J
≡ L1J/LJ = [kJ − k2J ]/[k1J − k2J ] , λL2J

= 1−λL1J
; i = 1, 2 , J = A,B (3)

λK1J
≡ K1J/KJ = [k1J/kJ ]λL1J

, λK2J
= 1− λK1J

; i = 1, 2 , J = A,B (4)

where λLiJ , λKiJ , are the shares -fractions - of labour (capital) in country J
allocated to sector (i); kiJ is the capital-labour ratio of sector (i), country J .
Diversification, production of both goods, is equivalent the inequalities,

0 < λL1J
< 1 : k1J > kJ > k2J or k1J < kJ < k2J , J = A,B (5)

Technology exhibits constant returns to scale in both countries, J = A,B. For
sector, i = 1, 2, and standard Cobb-Douglas (CD) parameter specifications,

YiJ = FiJ(LiJ ,KiJ) = γiJL
1−aiJ
iJ KaiJ

iJ = LJλLiJyiJ ; yiJ = γiJk
aiJ
iJ , i = 1, 2 (6)

YiJ : non-joint product of sector (i) in country J - with sector average labor
productivity, yiJ ≡ YiJ/LiJ , capital-labor ratio, kiJ ≡ KiJ/LiJ , the capital
intensity parameter : aiJ , 0 < aiJ < 1, and 1− aiJ is the labour intensity.

Sector (industry) technologies for YiJ with σi =∞ , i = 1, 2, are :

YiJ = FiJ(LiJ ,KiJ) = γiJ [(1− aiJ)LiJ + aiJKiJ ] = LJλLiJyiJ ; i = 1, 2 (7)

The construction of the production possibilities frontier (PPF boundary)
from the resource endowments above and the technological opportunities of-
fered by two industry production functions is one main objective. The fron-
tier is obtained by using the Pareto efficiency principle (society unanimously
prefers more of any good, if no amounts of other goods are diminished). The
existence and concavity conditions for PPF boundary curves are well-known.

The basic problem: Can a PPF curve of Pareto efficient values (Y1J , Y2J),
be given by one algebraic equation for an explicit transformation function ?
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2.2. Pareto Economic Efficiency in Production of Any Factor Endowments
For country J , the production possibility frontier (PPF) is defined as a

locus of points in output space, (Y1J , Y2J), which are Pareto optimal : for any
Y1J , the maximum Y2J obtained by any given endowments, (LJ , KJ), vice
versa. The locus (PPF) is typically described by transformation functions

in implicit, T̂J or explicit functional form TJ , Samuelson (1983,p.230), Hicks
(1946,p.319), Silberberg & Suen (2001,p.541), Mass-Colell et al. (1995.p.128),

T̂J(Y1J , Y2J ; LJ ,KJ) = 0 ⇔ Y2J = T̃J(Y1J ; LJ ,KJ) ; Y2J = TJ(Y1J ; LJ ,KJ) (8)

Differentiable transformation functions (8) imply standard efficiency condi-

tions. Discussion of Transformation Functions, T̂J or TJ has been confined to
essential marginal (derivative) properties in qualitative form. One goal is to
obtain quantitative explicit (parametric) expressions of TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ), i.e.,
besides LJ , KJ to see TJ (8) specified completely by technology parameters :

γiJ , aiJ , i = 1, 2, (6). We shall see graphs in analytic form of : T̂J , T̃J , (8).
Apart from the concavity and homogeneity (degree one) properties

of transformation functions, (8), the actual shape of the PPF point set
(Y1J , Y2J), were puzzling in many numerical simulations with graphics, John-
son (1966), Scarth and Warne (1973). Our analytic expressions of the CD
PPF graph, Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ) resolve the fundamental questions involved.

The efficient factor allocation of labor and capital between the two sectors
imposes a common marginal rate of factor substitution, (MRS ), of labor and
capital (the ratio of marginal productivities of labor and capital) with (6):

dK1J

dL1J
=
∂F1J/∂L1J

∂F1J/∂K1J
=

1− a1J
a1J

k1J =
1− a2J
a2J

k2J =
∂F2J/∂L2J

∂F2J/∂K2J
=
dK2J

dL2J
(9)

An alternative, equivalent efficiency condition to (9) in finding the maximum
points (frontier) of outputs is to impose a common marginal rate of transfor-
mation (MRT) of outputs (ratio of marginal products) for both factors:

dY2J
dY1J

=
∂F2J/∂K2J

∂F1J/∂K1J
=
γ2J
γ1J

a2J
a1J

ka2J−12J

ka1J−11J

=
γ2J
γ1J

1− a2J
1− a1J

ka2J2J

ka1J1J

=
∂F2J/∂L2J

∂F1J/∂L1J
=
dY2J
dY1J

(10)
From (9), we get, 0 < aiJ < 1 , i = 1, 2 ; AJ > 0 ; a1J ≷ a2J : AJ ≷ 1

k1J

k2J

=
a1J (1− a2J)

a2J (1− a1J)
= AJ ; AJ−1 =

a1J − a2J

a2J (1− a1J)
; 1−AJ =

a2J − a1J

a2J (1− a1J)
(11)

MRT requirement (10) gives the same fundamental equation (11); but MRT
are affected by γiJ . Pareto efficient k1J , k2J change, but maintain a propor-
tionality relation, AJ - hence both rise or fall together to keep proportionality.
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2.3. Factor Contract Curves and Factor Allocation Curves
The ratio condition, k1J/k2J = AJ , (11), gives all the Pareto efficient sec-

tor allocations of the total labor and capital endowments (LJ , KJ) in Country
(J). Hence the ratio, k1J/k2J = AJ , (11), will geometrically - representing a lo-
cus of Pareto efficiency points - be exhibited by CD factor contract curves
(FCC) of optimal (efficient) factor allocations in the two-dimensional factor
space, (LJ , KJ). By (11) and (1), we have,

k1J

k2J

=
K1J/L1J

K2J/L2J

=
K1J/L1J

(KJ −K1J)/(LJ − L1J)
= AJ , a1J 6= a2J (12)

which is reduced to two equivalent expressions, stated either for K1J or L1J :

K1J =
(AJ ·KJ)L1J

LJ + (AJ − 1)L1J

; L1J =
LJ K1J

AJ KJ + (1−AJ)K1J

; J = A,B (13)

The equation, (13) - giving (K1J) by a ratio in two linear expressions in (L1J)
- represents, for any size of the constants, (AJ 6= 1), (KJ 6= 0), (LJ 6= 0), rect-
angular hyperbolas with asymptotes parallel to the coordinate axes, see Allen
(1938, p.74) on hyperbola details. By (13), we have geometric (qualitative)
loci of (iso-tangency slopes) as FCC-curves, depicted in a standard Edge-
worth factor box diagram by explicit parametric (quantitative) expressions
(analytical forms). We may state :

Lemma 1. With CD technologies (6-62) and AJ (11), Pareto efficient
sectoral allocations of labor and capital endowments, LJ , KJ, are represented
in factor space by explicit Factor Contract Curves (FCC) as graphs:

K1J = Φ(L1J) =
(AJ ·KJ)L1J

LJ + (AJ − 1)L1J

, AJ 6= 1 ; AJ = 1 : K1J = [
KJ

LJ
]L1J (14)

Eleven graphs of Φ(L1J), (14), are - for three values of a1J : 0.3 , 0.5 , 0.7 -
seen in Fig.1 a-b - 3 a-b, with the size of endowments: LJ = 1, KJ = 2.
The eleven graphs of Φ(L1J) have 11 values of a2J : 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.99. FFC and FAC are not affected by TFP : γiJ .

Lemma 2. FCC (14) with fraction of labour λL1J
as a variable becomes,

K1J = Φ (λL1J
) =

LJ(AJ · kJ) λL1J

1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

, AJ 6= 1 ; AJ = 1 : K1J = LJ kJλL1J
(15)

λK1J
= ϕ (λL1J

) =
AJ · λL1J

1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

, AJ 6= 1 ; AJ = 1 : λK1J
= λL1J

(16)

The endowment invariant Factor Allocation Curves, FAC - given by CD
parameters, AJ (11) - are seen as graphs of ϕ (λL1J

), (16), in Figure 1c-3c.
FCC, FAC are a1J ≷ a2J concave (convex) above (below) diagonal, Fig.1-3.
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Figure 1a Figure 1b Figure 1c

Figure 2a Figure 2b Figure 2c

Figure 3a Figure 3b Figure 3c

Fig. 1-3. FCC and FAC Graphs: K1J = Φ(L1J), (14), λK1J
= ϕ (λL1J

), (16).

The fractions of labour, capital, λLiJ , λKiJ , i=1,2, (3-4), given by ϕ(λL1J
)

in Fig.1c-3c hold for any factor endowments (LJ , KJ). For any pair, (a1J , a2J),
there is a FAC, (16), where the optimal λLiJ , λKiJ are located. In Fig. 1-3,
only FCC, FAC - with a1J > a2J , a2J < 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 - are above the diagonal.
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3. Factor Contract Curves and Production Possibility Curves

Lemma 1 gave Pareto efficient (LiJ , KiJ). By formula (14), (2), cf. (11),
Lemma 3. Pareto efficient capital-labor ratios with λL1J

as variable are:

k1J =
AJ · kJ

1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

; k2J =
kJ

1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

; AJ = 1 : kiJ = kJ (17)

Theorem 1A. The allocation fraction of labour - λL1J
- used as a single

(”parameter”, auxiliary) variable, 0 ≤ λL1J
≤ 1, along any FCC curve, give

by (17) the Pareto efficient values of other variables, (15-16), (9-10), (6):

dKiJ

dLiJ
= − 1− a2J

a2J
k2J = − 1− a2J

a2J

kJ
1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

; i = 1, 2 (18)

The equation (18) gives the MRS of labor and capital - slope at common tangency
points of the sector isoquants - along the FCC curves (14) in (LJ ,KJ), Fig.1-3.

dY2J
dY1J

= −γ2J
γ1J

a2J
a1J

ka2J−12J

ka1J−11J

= −γ2J
γ1J

a2J
a1J

A1−a1J
J

[ kJ
1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

]a2J−a1J (19)

The equation (19) gives the MRT of the outputs - the tangent slopes along
planar production possibility curves, PPC, in the commodity space (Y1J , Y2J).
The analytic production possibility arcs (oriented curves), 0 ≤ λL1J

≤ 1, of
PPC are, (17), (6), represented (”parametric”) by two functions/equations:

Y1J = LJ γ1J λL1J

[ AJ kJ
1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

]a1J ≡ LJ h1(λL1J
; kJ) (20)

Y2J = LJ γ2J (1− λL1J
)
[ kJ
1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

]a2J ≡ LJ h2(λL1J
; kJ) (21)

E (Y2J , Y1J) =
dY2J
dY1J

Y1J
Y2J

= − a2J
a1J

AJ

λL1J

1− λL1J

= − 1− a2J
1− a1J

λL1J

1− λL1J

(22)

Generally - for any technology parameters : γiJ , aiJ , i = 1, 2, (6), and any
endowments, LJ , KJ - equations (20-21) link by λL1J

via Lemma 3, (17), all
Pareto efficient (optimal) factor allocations in factor space (LJ , KJ) - along
any factor contract curve, e.g., the particular FCC curves , as well the
parametrically shifting FCC curves in Figures 1-3 - to their corresponding
maximum points (frontier) in the output space (Y1J ,Y2J). The set of
the ordered numbers (Y1J , Y2J) given by (20-21), 0 ≤ λL1J

≤ 1, is the
production possibility curve (PPC) in output space, Figures 4-6.

Thus, (20-21), 0 ≤ λL1J
≤ 1 , do represent the graph of T̂J (8), for the

production possibility curve (PPC) in output space. This PPC (produc-
tion frontier, Cobb-Douglas envelope ) has an elasticity (22) that is changing
along PPC - but (22) is endowment invariant; MRT is constant for rays.
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Along the concave (convex) curves, FCC, FAC, Fig.1-3 , a1J ≷ a2J ,
with k1J ≷ k2J , λK1J

≷ λK2J
, λL1J

≶ λL2J
, above (below) the diagonal, the

common MRS (18) is numerically falling (rising) : declining (rising) from
[(1 − a2J)/a2J ] kJ to [(1 − a1J)/a1J ] kJ - cf. (26-27) below. Along any FCC,
FAC, λK1J

, λL1J
are both increasing.

Theorem 1B. Along any FCC, common MRS = ωJ (18),(9),(3),(11) give,

ωJ =
∂F1J/∂L1J

∂F1J/∂K1J
=

∂F2J/∂L2J

∂F2J/∂K2J
=

1− a2J
a2J

kJ
1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

, J = A,B (23)

kiJ = kiJ(ωJ) =
aiJ

1− aiJ
ωJ , i = 1, 2 , J = A,B (24)

λL1J
(ωJ ; kJ) =

kJ/k2J(ωJ)− 1

k1J(ωJ)/k2J(ωJ)− 1
=

(1− a1J)(1− a2J)

a1J − a2J
kJ
ωJ
− 1

AJ − 1
(25)

For a given endowment ratio (kJ) - upper boundary (ωJ), lower boundary
(ωJ) - of the common ωJ along any FCC are evidently given by (24) as,

a1J > a2J : ωJ =
1− a1J

a1J

kJ 5 ωJ(kJ) 5
1− a2J

a2J

kJ = ωJ (26)

a1J < a2J : ωJ =
1− a2J

a2J

kJ 5 ωJ(kJ) 5
1− a1J

a1J

kJ = ωJ (27)

Along any PPC, common MRT = pJ (19) is related to MRS (23) by (24):

MRT = pJ =
γ2J
γ1J

a2J
a1J

ka2J−12J

ka1J−11J

=
γ2J

γ1J

· a
a2J
2J (1− a2J)1−a2J

aa1J1J (1− a1J)1−a1J
· ωa2J−a1JJ (28)

≡ γ2J

γ1J

ĀJ ω
a2J−a1J
J ≡ φJ(ωJ) ; E (MRT,MRS ) = a2J − a1J (29)

Hence
ωJ = φ−1J (pJ) : λL1J

(pJ ; kJ) =
[1− a1J ][1− a2J ]

a1J − a2J

[
γ1J pJ
γ2J ĀJ

] 1
a2J−a1J

kJ−
1

AJ − 1
(30)

For a given endowment ratio (kJ) - upper boundary (pJ), lower boundary
(p

J
) - of the common pJ along any PCC are by (26-29) derived to become:

p
J

=
γ2J

γ1J

ĀJ

[
1− a2J

a2J

kJ

]a2J−a1J
5 pJ(kJ) 5

γ2J

γ1J

ĀJ

[
1− a1J

a1J

kJ

]a2J−a1J
= pJ (31)

p
J

and p J are slopes of PPC at endpoints with output Y1J = 0 and Y2J = 0.
The MRT- MRS correspondence (29) applies to any PCC in Fig. 4-6.
The relations with Pareto efficiency - kiJ = kiJ(ωJ), (24), and pJ = φJ(ωJ),
(29) - are explicitly (parametric) exhibited for, a1J ≷ a2J, in Fig. 7a - 7b.
Along any PPC from Y1J = 0 to Y2J = 0, slope (19): MRT= pJ= φJ(ωJ),
(29), is always - a1J ≷ a2J - monotonic increasing - which is shown graph-
ically by Pareto efficient factor reallocation from A to B in Fig. 7a - 7b.
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4. Transformation Functions and Production Possibility Graphs

As stated above, the analytic curves given by (20-21) are graphs of

T̂J(Y1J , Y2J ; LJ , KJ) = 0, (8), Production Possibility Frontiers (PPF graphs,
envelopes) - (20-21) can be traced without any recourse to numerical methods.

To get an explicit Transformation Function, Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ), in
technology parameters, λL1J

is eliminated from the forms in Theorem 1A.
Theorem 2. Explicit production possibility frontiers (PPF graphs) in

Commodity Space (Y1J , Y2J) are with CD technologies (6-62) generated - in
autarky economies of factor endowments (LJ , KJ), J=A,B - by parametric
Transformation Functions, Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ) with TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ) as:

Ex. 1. AJ = 1, a1J = a2J = ãJ - ’Ricardo two-factor model extension’ :

Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ ,KJ) = − γ2J
γ1J

Y1J+LJ γ2J k
ãJ
J ;

dY2J
dY1J

= −γ2J
γ1J

; λK1J
= λL1J

(32)

AJ = 1; a1J = 1/2 = a2J : Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ ,KJ) = γ2J [−Y1J
γ1J

+ LJ k
1
2
J ] (33)

PPC graphs (32-33), τ ≈ −∞, match diagonal FCC-curves, Fig. 1-3.

Ex. 1 is an ”extension” of a one-factor Ricardo model, YiJ = γiJLiJ , i = 1, 2 ,
to a two-factor model with the same factor intensity parameters (”composite
capital dose”, ”capital aggregate”), cf. Samuelson (1947, p.234), resulting
also in linear PPC curves, given by explicit transformation function, (32) -
which has, E (Y2J , Y1J) = − (γ2J/γ1J)(Y1J/Y2J) - with relative ”losses” of Y2J
monotonic (hyperbolic) increasing with Y1J along linear PPC [τ ≈ −∞, (46)].

Ex.2. AJ 6= 1 ; a1J = 1/2, a2J 6= 1/2 ; Y2J = TJ(Y1J ; LJ ,KJ) : (34)

Y2J =

LJ γ2J k
a2J
J

[
1− (Y1J/γ1J )

2

2AJL
2
J kJ

[
(AJ − 1) +

[
(AJ − 1)2 +

4AJL
2
J kJ

(Y1J/γ1J ]
2

] 1
2

]]
[
1 + (AJ − 1) (Y1J/γ1J )

2

2AJL
2
J kJ

[
(AJ − 1) +

[
(AJ − 1)2 +

4AJL
2
J kJ

(Y1J/γ1J )
2

] 1
2

]](a2J ) (35)

Y1J = 0 : Y2J = LJ γ2J k
a2J
J ; Y2J = 0 : Y1J = LJ γ1J k

a1J
J (36)

The PPC graphs (34-36) with a2J parameter values of (14), Lemma 1,
are shown in Figure 4 - which in factor space (LJ , KJ) correspond to the
set of factor contract curves (FCC) in Figure 2 with, a1J = 1/2.
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Proof.

Ex.1. AJ = 1, a1J = a2J = ãJ . From (20) and then inserting into (21) we get:

λL1J
= (Y1J/γ1J)L−1J kJ

−a1J ; (Y2J/γ2J) = LJ(1− (Y1J/γ1J)L−1J kJ
−a1J )kJ

a1J (37)

The last expression is equivalent to (32).

To see if there are other strictly explicit expressions we rewrite (20) as:

(Y1J/γ1J)/LJ (kJ AJ)a1J = λL1J
/
[
1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

]a1J (38)

The equation can only be solved explicitly for λL1J
if a1J is equal to: 1/4,

1/3, 1/2, 2/3 or 3/4. Raising both sides to the power of 2, 3, 4 give equations
of second, third, fourth degree in λL1J

. cf. Nicholson & Snyder (2012, p.465).

Ex.2. AJ 6= 1. a1J = 1/2; Inserting a1J = 1/2 into (38), squaring and
rearrangement gives the following quadratic equation:

AJL
2
JkJλ

2
L1J
− (Y1J/γ1J)2(AJ − 1)λL1J

− (Y1J/γ1J)2 = 0 (39)

Solving for the positive root gives:

λL1J
=

(Y1J/γ1J)

2AJL2
JkJ

[
[Y1J/γ1J ][AJ − 1] +

[
[Y1J/γ1J ]2[AJ − 1]2 + 4AJL

2
JkJ

] 1
2

]
(40)

Inserting the root into (21) and rearrangement gives (35) �

Figure 4. Production Possibility Graphs of Transformation Function:
Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ), (34-36), γiJ = 1, kJ = 2, LJ = 1, for a1J = 0.5 and
the a2J parameters of their optimal FCC and FAC graphs in Figure 2.
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Intercepts of the curves with the vertical axis is given by: LJ γ2J k
a2J
J (6),

hence increasing, decreasing as a function of a2J , if kJ ≷ 1 - hence increasing
in Fig. 4. It is seen from the figure, that for fixed Y1J > 0, Y2J is generally not
a monotonic function of a2J . Note that the intercept and also the slope given
by (19) are proportional to TFP : γ2J . When kJ = 1, all curves intercept the
vertical axis at the same point: LJ γ2J , (36).

Figure 5. Production Possibility Graphs of Transformation Function:
Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ) (35), Figure 4, with γiJ = 1, kJ = 1, LJ = 1 ;LJ = 2.

Fig. 5, kJ = 1: Distinct endowment terms, kaiJJ = 1; then (35)- also (20-21)-
are formed by AJ (11), which is ”symmetric” in deviations of aiJ from 1/2.
Two values of a2J give same AJ . Except for curve with, a2J = 0.01, 0.99 (same
PPF-”not unique”), all other curves are very close to straight line for a2J =
0.5. The curve with, a2J = 0.4, 0.6 (same PPF) is indistinguishable from the
straight line. In output space, PPF graphs, Fig. 4-5, do not deviate much
from linearity, despite deviations of FCC, FAC from diagonals in Fig. 2.

Two sets of PPF graphs in Fig. 6, have their FCC, FAC in Fig. 1,3.
Four additional sets of PPF graphs are exhibited in Fig. 6 to show cases of
strong PPF deviations from linearity, due to huge differences of a1J and a2J .

It is large differences in sectoral factor intensities a1J and a2J , and large
difference of the factor endowment ratio kJ from unity that contribute to a
deviation (bowing outward) of PPF graphs (8) from a straight line. But the
actual size of the PPF deviation also measure the gains in outputs by using
Pareto efficient factor allocation off the diagonals (14), (16), in Figure 1-3.
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Figure 6. Production Possibility Graphs of Transformation Function:
T̂J(Y1J , Y2J ;LJ , KJ) = 0, (8), (20-21), γiJ = 1, for parameters of FCC,
FAC, Fig. 1, 3 - also graphs, (8), (20-21), for : a1J = 0.01, 0.1, 0.9, 0.99.

The MRT-MRS correspondence of Theorem 1B, pJ = φJ(ωJ), (29),
is illustrated in the two figures, Fig. 7A-7B, by linking MRS along the
parametrically selected concave (convex) FCC in Fig. 2 with their corre-
sponding MRT along their always concave PCC in Fig. 4.

The exact range (boundaries) of these MRS, (26-27), and MRT, (31) are:

7Ak1J = ωJ , k2J = (1/4)ωJ ; [ωJ , ωJ ] = [2, 8]; [p
J
, pJ ] = [0.6, 1.0]; pJ(kJ) = 0.8(41)

7B k1J = ωJ , k2J = 4ωJ ; [ωJ , ωJ ] = [0.5, 2.0]; [p
J
, pJ ] = [1.0, 1.5] ; pJ(kJ) = 1.2(42)

In contrast to Fig. 7A-7B, the narrow range of PPC slopes (31), (41-42), is
generally seldom noticed in qualitative or quantitative (exact) PPC diagrams
like Fig. 4-5. Furthermore, Fig. 7A-7B make clear that this slope range (31)
is changing with the size of endowment ratio, (kJ). Note that pJ = φJ(ωJ),
(29), is convex in Fig. 7A and concave in Fig. 7B ; but MRT = pJ is always
increasing with downward movements (i.e.,from point A to point B) along
any concave PPC, as ωJ will then move in opposite directions in Fig. 7A-7B.
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4.1. Production Possibility Curves and the Elasticity of Transformation
Besides our E (Y2J , Y1J), (22), it has been proposed to measure intrinsic

properties and the ”basic ’shape’ of the frontier of production possibilities by
the elasticity of transformation between products 1 and 2 - - The elasticity
(τ) measures the responsiveness of the product ratio (”mix”) to changes in
the marginal rate of transformation”, Powell and Gruen (1968, p.315) :
τ = E(Y2J/Y1J ,MRT ) = E(Y2J/Y1J , dY2J/dY1J).

The general analytic - algebraic expression for the substitution elasticity
σ(k) of linear homogeneous production functions, Y = F (L,K) = Lf(k),
Y/L = y = f(k) is the same as the transformation elasticity expression of
transformation functions for PPC curves, i.e., σ(k) for concave monotonic
increasing y = f(k) has the same formula as, τ(Y1J) for concave monotonic
decreasing, Y2J = TJ(Y1J) ≡ TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ) , 0 < Y1J < T−1J (Y2J = 0) :

Y2J = TJ(Y1J) ; T ′J = dY2J/dY1J < 0 , T ′′J = d 2Y2J/dY
2
1J < 0 ; J = A,B (43)

Like, σ(k) > 0, the elasticity, τ(Y1J) < 0, can be stated, see Hicks (1932,
pp.117-119, 242-245), cf. Arrow et al. (1961, p.230), Jensen (2017, p.65), as

E (
Y2J
Y1J

,
dY2J
dY1J

) = E (
TJ(Y1J)

Y1J
, T ′J) ≡ τ(Y1J) = − [TJ − T ′J · Y1J ]T ′J

TJ · Y1J · T ′′J
< 0 (44)

τ(Y1J) = τ : Y2J = TJ(Y1J) = γJ

[
(1−bJ)−bJY

τ−1
τ

1J

] τ
τ−1

, 0 < bJ < 1, γJ > 0 (45)

where τ(Y1J) = τ , is the special class of CET (Constant Elasticity of Trans-
formation) curves that are obtained by integrating the second-order differen-
tial equation, (44), and reparametrization/normalization of integration con-
stants, cf. Arrow et al. (1961), Klump and Grandville (2000), Jensen (2017,
p.76)- or (45) may be expressed more ’symmetrically’ as, C > 0, 0 < B <∞:

Y
τ−1
τ

2J = C−BY
τ−1
τ

1J ≥ 0 ;
dY2J
dY1J

= −B
[
Y2J
Y1J

] 1
τ

; E (Y2J , Y1J) = −B
[
Y2J
Y1J

] 1+τ
τ

(46)

Y 2
2J +BY 2

1J = C, E (Y2J , Y1J) = −B ; Y 2
2J +Y 2

1J = C ; Y2J = [LJKJ−Y 2
1J ]

1
2 (47)

Unit elasticity, τ = −1, (47), gives positive orthants of ellipses and circles.
CET curves (45-47) have horizontal/vertical tangents at axis intercepts, (46).

The PPC (19-22) do not have horizontal/vertical tangents at end (axis)
points - and hence are not CET curves, but VET (Variable Elasticity of
Transformation) curves, i.e., cf, (44), (20) : τ(Y1J) = τ [h1 (λL1J

;LJ , KJ) ]
will not turn out constant, but vary along PPC with λL1J

, similarly as the
elasticity (22). Thus, PPC (frontier, envelope) curves derived with our two
non-joint product CD technologies (σ = 1) are VET transformation curves.
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As a possible example of explicit transformation function, TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ),
(production possibility frontier) graphs, Samuelson (1966, p. 34) examined

the positive orthant circle, (47) : Y2J = [LJKJ − Y 2
1J ]

1
2 - which satisfies

the required properties of concavity and homogeneity of first degree in the
variables (LJ , KJ , Y1J), and it had also twice continuously differentiability. He
had verified that two countries, J = A,B, with common (identical) technology
behind transformation functions (PPF) as (47) would not have FPE (equal
factor prices by free trade). Concave PPF curves were essential elements in
his famous FPE theorem, Samuelson (1948, p.172), where two production
functions were assumed behind each country PPF curve, i.e, tacitly adopting
(ruling out) non-joint production (sector outputs) in both countries.

So could (47) be obtained from two non-joint production functions ?
and/or is joint production indeed behind the concave homogenous PPF (47)?
There are several versions (characterizations) of the restrictions on a coun-
try‘s transformation function (PPF) which are necessary conditions to satisfy,
if the underlying technology is one of non-joint production. The simplest
conditions relate to the rank of a singular, negative semi-definte Hessian
matrix of second-order partial derivatives of proposed (relevant) functions
TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ) to be: number of production factors - 1, i.e., here rank : 1 ;
cf. Samuelson (1966, p.39), Burmeister & Turnovsky (1971, p.104).

To test for and identify uniquely two non-joint production functions be-
hind, Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ) = [LJKJ−Y 2

1J ]
1
2 , (47), we are allowed to use the

same functional form of such non-joint functions F ∗iJ to test if they generate
a transformation function T ∗J of the same functional form as TJ , (47) - which
evidently here suggests trying the CD functions, Samuelson (1966, p.38):

Y1J = F ∗1J = L
1
2
1JK

1
2
1J , Y2J = F ∗2J = L

1
2
2JK

1
2
2J , K1J+K2J = KJ , L1J+L2J = LJ (48)

The maximal transformation function T ∗J then came from solving the con-
strained maximum output problem (48) - this solution T ∗J is (33) in Ex. 1:

Y2J = T ∗J (Y1J ;LJ ,KJ) = [LJKJ ]
1
2 − Y1J ; T ∗J (Y1J ;LJ ,KJ) < [LJKJ−Y 2

1J ]
1
2 (49)

The Hessian matrix of T ∗J (49) has rank = 1 and is negative semi-definete, and
hence it involves no joint production of its two outputs. The Hessian matrix
of TJ (47) is singular, but has rank = 2 - so TJ (47) does intrinsically involve
joint production. TJ is everywhere larger than T ∗J , (49), and Samuelson
interprets here TJ , e.g., as involving intermediate goods that can next be
”cracked to make alternative amounts of good Y1J and Y2J as crude oil is
cracked to variable proportions of gasoline and kerosene.”
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Thus, apart from the ”Ricardo extension” of linear PPF, (33), (48-49),
Samuelson (1966, p.35) indeed wished : ”I could write down an analytic
expression for TJ which comes definitely from a technology which involves
no joint production. But also, even though modern and older economists
spend most of their time in talking about the case where joint production
is not permitted, I do know an analytic expression for only one non-trivial
case, that in which one good uses but one the factors”. As far as we know the
literature, there is still not anywhere for the beloved 2-factor 2-good case given
any analytic expression for the PPF with non-joint production underlying
the transformation function, Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ). However, our reader has
seen such analytic and explicit TJ in Theorem 2, (34-36), that admittingly
even with CD technology is an intricate nonlinear formula.

Incidentally, note that TFP parameters - γiJ - appear in many (all) terms
together with the outputs in (35). Evidently, if the intensity parameters are
the same, distinct γiJ are crucially important for a unique non-joint produc-
tion behind T ∗J , i.e., γiJ = 1 or γiJ = γJ , are not admissible in (48-49), when
non-joint production is to be excluded - as it was by our distinct γiJ in (33).
Burmeister & Turnovsky (1971, p.100) raise a non-joint problem with T ∗J :
Y2J = T ∗J (Y1J ;LJ , KJ) = L1−ãJ

J K ãJ
J − Y1J as PPF for an economy producing

Y1J and Y2J non-jointly, which here also require distinct γiJ as shown in (32).
The two-good case, Samuelson (1966, p.35), with one sector (good) (Y1J)

only using one factor (e.g., Labor, L1J) has - with constant returns to scale
technologies and CD - an analytic PPF of Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ) simply as :

Y1J = γ1JL1J ; Y2J = γ2J(LJ − Y1J/γ1J)1−a2JKa2J
J ≡ TJ(Y1J ;LJ ,KJ) (50)

If two CD sectors (6) use specific capital and labor as a common factor, then

Y2J = γ2J

[
LJ −

[
Y1J/γ1J

K̆a1J
1J

] 1
1−a1J

]1−a2J
K̆a2J

2J ≡ TJ(Y1J ;LJ , K̆1J , K̆2J) (51)

i.e., PPF is given by just inserting (using) a single constraint, L2J = LJ−L1J .
The graphics of (51) is seen in standard texts, e.g., Caves et al (2002, p.105),
Sodersten & Reed (1994, p.31). The procedure (51)to get an explicit PPF
can be extended to many goods using one common primary factor. Moreover,
as shown by Kemp et al (1985, p.376), a similar procedure for a smooth PPF
(51) can be extended to N goods and M primary factors, if one good (Y2) is
produced with a smooth production function (using all M primary factors),
and if all other N-1 goods are produced with fixed-coefficient technologies.
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The extreme simplicity of this result and its proof was obtained by noting
that if all coefficients of production are fixed for all goods (sectors) but one,
no optimization - as neither in (51) - is needed to get an explicit PPF function.

In the special CET class (45-47) of Transformation functions, we had :

T̂J(Y1J , Y2J ; LJ ,KJ) = GJ(Y1J , Y2J) − C = Y2J + TJ(Y1J)− C = 0 (52)

where C = (LJ , KJ) was only one (composite) endowment (input). As we
saw, (48-49), the PPF (52) assumed or had the possibility of joint production
(outputs). The function GJ(Y1J , Y2J) can be extended to a joint - production
economy of many final goods, GJ(Y1J , Y2J , . ., YNJ) ; GJ is called a Factor Re-
quirement Function, Diewert (1974, p.119), which gives the minimal amount
of single input (composite, λKiJ = λLiJ ) C needed to produce the outputs.
Besides CET, (46), GJ of one input-multiple outputs have functional forms
not to be pursued here. Instead, we must now return to the actual VET
properties of explicit two-factor transformation functions of non-joint outputs
Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ) that Samuelson (1966) wished to see, viz. (34-36).

4.2. Variable Transformation Elasticities - Non-Joint Production Technology
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Figure 8a Figure 8b

Figure 8c Figure 8d

Fig. 8. Transformation Elasticities, (44), of Production Possibility Curves
in Fig. 4: Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ), (34-36) - and along FAC, Fig. 1.
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5. Production Possibility Curves and General Equilibrium

The production possibility frontier (PPF) only represent Pareto efficient
production (supply side) of an economy. General equilibrium (GE) includes
demand by utility functions - here homothetic and with CD parameter (αJ):

uJ = UJ (Y1J , Y2J) = Y αJ
1J Y

1−αJ
2J ;

dY2J
dY1J

=
∂UJ/∂Y1J
∂UJ/∂Y2J

=
αJ

1− αJ
Y2J
Y1J

= M̃RS (53)

In GE, MRT = M̃RS, i.e., by (32), (53), for Ex. 1 : γ2J
γ1J

= αJ
1−αJ

Y2J
Y1J

. We

have on PPF, (20-22): Y2J
Y1J

= γ2J
γ1J

1−λL1J

λL1J

. Thus, GE size of λL1J
to Ex.1 is :

Ex.1 : λL1J
= αJ ; T.1A : λL1J

=
αJ(1− a1J)

1− a2J + αJ(a2J − a1J)
; J = A,B (54)

The GE size of λL1J
for Theorem 1A together with (53) - including the

particular parameter case, Ex.2, (35) - is obtained similarly by (19-22), (53):

MRT =
λL1J

1− λL1J

1− a2J
1− a1J

Y2J
Y1J

=
αJ

1− αJ
Y2J
Y1J

= M̃RS ; J = A,B (55)

Solving condition (55) for λL1J
gives GE size, λL1J

, (54), to Theorem 1-2.
GE size λL1J

(54) locate GE points upon any curve in Fig.1-6, Lemma 2.
With GE factor allocations (54) of (T.1A), and by using (2), (11), (24)

we can combine the key relations (curves) of Paretian production optimum
(efficient allocation), Theorem 1B, with GE point (ωJ , kJ), (E) in Fig. 7:

kJ = λL1J
k1J(ωJ) + [ 1− λL1J

k2J(ωJ) ] = [ 1 + λL1J
(AJ − 1) ] k2J(ωJ)

=

[
1 +

αJ(1− a1J)

1− a2J + αJ(a2J − a1J)
(AJ − 1)

]
a2J

1− a2J
ωJ ; J = A,B

=

[
a2J − αj(a2J − a1J)

1− a2J + αj(a2J − a1J)

]
ωJ ≡

β̄J
1− β̄J

ωJ ≡ ψJ (ωJ) ; J = A,B (56)

Point E, Fig. 7, (56) could also be obtained by ’Pareto’ λL1J
(25) and (54).

The simple linear expressions, kJ = ψJ (ωJ), ωJ = ψ−1J (kJ) = [(1−β̄J)/β̄J)]kJ
with E (ωJ , kJ) = 1, hold for any endowment ratio kJ : i.e., the autarky
GE loci, kJ = ψJ (ωJ), ωJ = ψ−1J (kJ), as exhibited in Figure 7a -7b.
The autarky GE sizes of common MRT (pJ) are given by (29), (56), (41-42):

pJ(kJ) =
γ2J

γ1J

ĀJ

[
1− a2J + αj(a2J − a1J)

a2J − αj(a2J − a1J)
kJ

]a2J−a1J
=
γ2J

γ1J

ĀJ

[
1− β̄J
β̄J

kJ

]a2J−a1J
(57)
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The GE size of λL1J
was given in (54) - restated together with λK1J

(16) as,

λL1J
=

1− a1J

(1− a2J)/αJ + a2J − a1J

; λK1J
=

a1J

a2J/αJ + a1J − a2J

; J = A,B (58)

which are seen to be constant and endowment (kJ) invariant; moreover, a
larger consumer preference (53) for good 1 (αJ) will by (58) imply larger
fractions of both λL1J

and λK1J
, whatever the sizes of a1J and a2J are.

The factor shares (relative remunerations, factor imputations) of labor
and capital, δLJ , δKJ , in Pareto efficient production follow from (23) as :

δLJ
δKJ

=
∂FiJ/∂LiJ
∂FiJ/∂KiJ

· LJ
KJ

=
MRS

KJ/LJ
=

ωJ
kJ

=
1− a2J
a2J

1

1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

(59)

δLJ =
1− a2J

1 + a2J (AJ − 1)λL1J

, δKJ = 1− δLJ ; J = A,B (60)

e.g. factor shares δLJ - for a given kJ - follow ωJ from A to B, in Fig. 7a-7b.
The GE size of δLJ , δKJ , are obtained from (60), (58), and (11), and become:

δLJ = 1− a2J + αj(a2J − a1J) , δKJ = a2J − αj(a2J − a1J) = β̄J ; J = A,B (61)

which are constant and endowment (kJ) invariant in CD GE economies.

5.1. Dual Money Cost Functions, Factor Prices and Commodity Prices

Standard dual minimal sector cost functions CiJ , and the unit costs ciJ ,
of FiJ (6) are [wiJ , riJ are money factor prices of labor, capital ] in sector (i ):

CiJ(wiJ , riJ , YiJ) =
1

γiJ

[
wiJ

1− aiJ

]1−aiJ[ riJ
aiJ

]aiJ
YiJ ; PiJ = ciJ =

CiJ
YiJ

; i = 1, 2 (62)

Pareto efficiency comes now by free factor mobility and uniform factor prices,

MRS = ωJ = wJ/rJ ≡ wiJ/riJ , i = 1, 2 ; MRT = pJ ≡ P1J/P2J (63)

The relative commodity prices (unit costs), derived from (62-63), become :

pJ =
P1J

P2J

=
c1J (ωJ)

c2J (ωJ)
=

γ2J

γ1J

· a
a2J
2J (1− a2J)

1−a2J

aa1J1J (1− a1J)
1−a1J · ω

a2J−a1J
J ≡ pJ(ωJ) (64)

i.e., the relative prices, pJ(ωJ) ≡ γ2J
γ1J

ĀJ ω
a2J−a1J
J ≡ φJ(ωJ), as MRT in (29),

and Fig. 7a - 7b. Also pJ(ωJ), (64), is endowment invariant; pJ like ωJ in
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(64) may seem to range from zero to infinity ; but the relevant intervals for
relative factor prices ωJ and relative commodity prices pJ in (64) are restricted
by given endowment ratios kJ as described by (26-27), (31) of Theorem 1B
that were never zero or infinity like the tangent slopes of CET curves (45-47).
The sectoral capital-labor ratios kiJ(ωJ) belonging to (64) may be derived by
applying Shephard’s Lemma to (62), which will give kiJ(ωJ), (24) - that will
also again give the autarky GE loci, kJ = ψJ (ωJ), ωJ = ψ−1J (kJ), as in (56).
The Walrasian GE factor endowment - factor price locus, k = Ψ(ω), has its
background in growth theory, cf. Uzawa (1961, p.43), Jensen (2003, p.64).

The panels of Figure 7a - 7b summarize the four-way connections be-
tween goods prices, factor prices, sector factor ratios and endowment ratios
- a diagram, which except for the GE locus, was introduced by Samuelson2

(1949, p.188), and is now familiar in texts at all levels. But their displayed
graphics of curves are only qualitative and often incoherent (especially, the
left panel cannot have straight lines). Fig. 7A-7B are rigorously extended to
CES sector technologies in Jensen (2003, p.61); Kawano et al. (2017, p.992).

5.2. Pareto Efficient Allocations, Revenue Functions, General Equilibrium

The explicit Transformation Function, Y2J = TJ(Y1J ;LJ , KJ), or analytic

Production Possibility Frontier, T̂J(Y1J , Y2J ; LJ , KJ) = 0, give a Revenue
Function, YJ = RJ (P1J , P2J , LJ , KJ), Feenstra (2004, p.6), Samuelson (1953-
1954, p.10), (Maximum Value-Added = Gross National Product = YJ) :

YJ = RJ(P1J , P2J , LJ ,KJ) = max
Y1J ,Y2J

{P1JY1J +P2JY2J}, s.t. T̂J(Y1J , Y2J ;LJ ,KJ) = 0

(65)

with Y1J , Y2J in (65) being the explicit or the implicit function solutions

from: T̂J(Y1J , Y2J ;LJ , KJ) = 0, in Theorems 1-2.

2He used, Li/Ki = 1/ki, on the right horizontal axis; hence in Fig. 7A-7B, the rays
(24) would then be two rectangular hyperbolas: ωi = [(1−ai)/ai]/ki. It is more convenient
with the curves ωi(ki) always to originate from: (0, 0); it also applies to: k = Ψ(ω), (56).
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With exogenous prices (P1J , P2J) and endowments (LJ , KJ), the maximized
monetary value of outputs, YJ (65) is analytically obtained by (20-21), (30),

YJ ≡ P1JY1J + P2J Y1J ; YJ = wJLJ + rJKJ ; J = A,B (66)

= P1J LJ h1(λL1J
(pJ ; kJ) ; kJ) + P2J LJ h2(λL1J

(pJ ; kJ) ; kJ) (67)

= P1J LJ γ1J λL1J
(pJ ; kJ)

[ AJ kJ
1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

(pJ ; kJ)

]a1J +

P2J LJ γ2J [1− λL1J
(pJ ; kJ) ]

[ kJ
1 + (AJ − 1)λL1J

(pJ ; kJ)

]a2J (68)

≡ RJ (P1J , P2J , LJ ,KJ) ≡ P2J RJ (pJ , LJ ,KJ) ≡ P2J LJ R̄J (pJ , kJ) (69)

i.e., RJ is a concave function (cone), (68), in the factor endowments (LJ , KJ),
and a linear homogeneous convex function in (P1J , P2J).

Maximizing GNP, (65), the Pareto efficient economy (66-69) produces
with relative price, −pJ = −P1J/P2J = dY2J/dY1J , (19) - hence with (22):

E (Y2J , Y1J) = −P1JY1J
P2JY2J

= − s1J
1− s1J

= −1− a2J
1− a1J

λL1J
(pJ ; kJ)

1− λL1J
(pJ ; kJ)

(70)

where, P1JY1J/P2JY2J = s1J/(1 − s1J), with s1J = P1JY1J/YJ as GNP final
expenditure share of good 1, (65). Solving (70) for λL1J

(pJ ; kJ) gives, cf. (58),

λL1J
(pJ ; kJ) =

1− a1J

[1− a2J ]/s1J + a2J − a1J

; s1J =
[1− a1J ]λL1J

(pJ ; kJ)

1− a1J + [a1J − a2J ]λL1J
(pJ ; kJ)

(71)

The MRT procedure (70-71) satisfies GE condition (54-55), if s1J = αj.
GNP factor shares of labor, capital, δLJ , δKJ follow from (61) - with s1J :

δLJ = 1− a2J + (a2J − a1J)s1J , δKJ = a2J − (a2J − a1J)s1J ; J = A,B (72)

where the sectoral cost shares of labour and capital with (62-63) are :

εLiJ =
wJ LiJ
CiJ

= 1− aiJ , εKiJ =
rJ KiJ

CiJ
= aiJ ; i = 1, 2 , J = A,B (73)

Later, we need another simple GNP expression involving δLJ , cf. (71-72) :

δLJ/s1J = (1− a2J)/s1J + a2J − a1J = (1− a1J)/λL1J
(pJ ; kJ) ; J = A,B (74)

The explicit (parametric) Revenue Function (65-69) represents the dual
(money cost, price) monetary version of the Pareto efficient allocations de-
scribed by the analytic Transformation Functions in Theorem 1A-1B
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and Figure 7a-7b - a unifying analytic framework for the Stolper-Samuelson
and Rybczynski theorems and their reciprocity (”symmetry”) relation.

E (MRT,MRS ) = E(pJ , ωJ) = E
[P1J

P2J

,
wJ
rJ

]
= a2J − a1J (75)

By the standard elasticity rules, Allen (1938, pp.252), we get from (80) :

E(P1J , wJ) = a2J − a1J = −E(P1J , rJ) = E(P1J , 1/rJ) (76)

E(P2J , wJ) = a1J − a2J = −E(P2J , rJ) = E(P2J , 1/rJ) (77)

The inverse (reciprocals) of (76-77) give the Stolper-Samulson elasticities :

∂wJ
∂P1J

P1J

wJ
= ES(wJ , P1J) =

1

a2J − a1J

= ES(rJ , P2J) =
∂rJ
∂P2J

P2J

rJ
(78)

∂wJ
∂P2J

P2J

wJ
= ES(wJ , P2J) =

1

a1J − a2J

= ES(rJ , P1J) =
∂rJ
∂P1J

P1J

rJ
(79)

Dixit & Norman only inequalities for
They are larger than one and are positive or negative endowment invariant
Stolper comparative statics is vertical movements in Figure 7a-7b and

Rybszinki to horizontal

ER(Y1J , LJ) ≡ ∂Y1J
∂LJ

LJ
Y1J
⇔ [

∂Y1J
∂LJ

=
∂wJ
∂P1J

]⇔ ∂wJ
∂P1J

P1J

wJ

wJ
P1J

LJ
Y1J
≡ ES(wJ , P1J)

δLJ
s1J

≡ ES(wJ , P1J)
1− a1J

λL1J
(pJ ; kJ)

≡ 1− a2J

(a2J − a1J)s1J
+ 1 (80)

ER(Y2J , LJ) ≡ ES(wJ , P2J)
1− a1J

λL1J
(pJ ; kJ)

≡ 1− a1J

(a1J − a2J)s2J
+ 1 (81)

ER(Y1J ,KJ) ≡ ES(rJ , P1J)
1− a1J

λL1J
(pJ ; kJ)

≡ a2J

(a1J − a2J)s1J
+ 1 (82)

ER(Y2J ,KJ) ≡ ES(rJ , P2J)
1− a1J

λL1J
(pJ ; kJ)

≡ a1J

(a2J − a1J)s2J
+ 1 (83)

The Stolper-Samuelson theorem established comparative static implica-
tions of MRT- MRS correspondence : pJ= φJ(ωJ), (29), (64), Figure 7a-7b
- showing conclusively that depending on technology parameters the real fac-
tor reward (and factor share) (58) of one factor will fall (rise) with changes
in MRT = pJ (commodity prices) - quantitatively expressed by, cf. (29)
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Final Comment
Theorem 1B supplemented the space coordinates representations of FCC/PCC
in Lemma 1/Theorem 1 by using their ’tangential’ coordinates to carry the
link (interactions) between optimal changes of variables in factor and output
space. Theorem 1B equations are suitable for generating comparative static
implications and general equilibrium solutions of endowment variations (kJ).

By not only codifying past aspects of transformation functions, Pareto
efficient allocations, extended with closed parametric form solutions, we look
forward to research generalized to other technologies (CES), with conjectures
to verify (correct) in micro, general equilibrium, trade and welfare economics.
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